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A comparison of single and double Co sites incorporated
in N-doped graphene for the oxygen reduction reaction

Katrine L. Svanea,∗, Heine A. Hansena,∗, Tejs Veggea

aDepartment of Energy Conversion and storage, Technical University of Denmark, 2800
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract

Metal and nitrogen co-doped carbons (M-N/Cs) are promising alternatives to

platinum-based catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Here, den-

sity functional theory calculations are used to compare the ORR activity of Co

single and double sites embedded in N-doped carbon. Two different models of

a Co double site are investigated, one in which two single sites are stacked on

top of each other and one which has two Co atoms next to each other in a single

graphene sheet. For both it is found that the ORR can proceed via a dissocia-

tive mechanism that splits the *OOH intermediate into *O and *OH, but only

for the double site in the graphene sheet does it result in a significant deviation

from the scaling relations. The adsorption energies of the ORR intermediates

are investigated using different implicit and explicit solvent models, showing

some variation in the results. In particular, the addition of explicit water on the

same side of the catalyst as the ORR intermediate can result in stabilisation due

to hydrogen bonding, while an explicit water molecule adsorbed on the opposite

side of the Co atom can have an effect due to the change in coordination which

affects the splitting of the Co d orbitals.
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1. Introduction

The hydrogen fuel cell offers a clean alternative to fossil fuel based en-

ergy sources, in particular for transportation and combined heat and power

(CHP).[1, 2] The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurring at the cathode

is however kinetically slow and the most effective catalysts contain platinum,

making the cost of the catalyst a significant contribution to the total cost of

the fuel cell stack. Thus, extensive research has focused on the development of

effective non-precious metal catalysts based on earth-abundant elements.[3] One

class of such materials are the M-N/C-catalysts made by pyrolysis of a metal-

organic framework or an organic precursor molecule with a metal source.[4, 5]

The resulting material is amorphous, making it difficult to determine the de-

tailed structure of the catalytically active sites, which may furthermore vary

depending on the synthesis procedure. Here, the focus will be on nitrogen-

coordinated metal atoms, such as the M–N4 motif known to form the active

site in e.g. porphyrins.[6] Nitrogen-coordinated metal atoms have been identi-

fied experimentally in various pyrolysed M-N/C catalysts,[7–10] however several

different plausible models for the N/C-environment around the metal atom have

been proposed.[7, 11–14]

The lack of specific knowledge of the detailed structure of the active site is a

challenge for the theoretical modelling of these materials. In particular, signifi-

cantly different catalytic activities have been calculated for active sites modelled

as single metal atoms embeded in N4C12 (porphyrin-like) and N4C10 (graphene-

like) structures.[15] Investigations of the O2 binding on different M–NxCy mod-

els, including both edge-hosted and in-plane defects, have likewise demonstrated

a large variation in adsorption energy depending on the site structure.[13, 16]

In addition to these studies of sites containing a single metal atom, metal dou-

ble sites have been considered within the carbon sheet, hosted at the edge and

as part of double-macrocycle molecues.[16–19] The presence of two (different)

metal atoms in close proximity allows the ORR intermediates to bind in a differ-

ent manner and possibly changes the reaction mechanism. Recent experiments
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have indicated that double sites, in particular when combining two different

metals, can have an improved ORR activity over single sites.[20, 21]

Another important parameter to consider when modelling M-N/C catalysts

is the interaction of the active site with the surrounding solvent. This can be

modelled either by implicit solvation where the solvent is represented by a di-

electric continuum, or by explicit solvation where a number of water molecules

are added in the vicinity of the adsorbate and the surface. The advantage of

the former approach lies in its simplicity, but the model does not take hydrogen

bonds into consideration. These are included in the explicit solvation model,

however the configurational space increases dramatically with the addition of

more water molecules and it can be difficult to assure that a suitable config-

uration is used. On Pt and other metal (oxide) based surface catalysts the

structure of the explicit water layer and the effect of the solvent model on the

ORR has been studied extensively.[22–26] The exact magnitude of the explicit

solvent stabilisation energy has been shown to vary for different materials and

for different surface coverages, but it is generally found that the *OH and *OOH

intermediates are stabilised more than the *O intermediate.[23, 25, 27] Contrary

to this, a study of water on a metal-free N/C catalyst showed *O to be stabilised

more than *OH and *OOH by explicit solvation due to empty p-states on *O.

[28]

M-N/C catalysts differ from metal (oxide) and N/C catalysts in that the cat-

alytically active metal atoms are relatively far away from each other, while each

metal atom can interact with the solvent on both sides of the carbon sheet as

shown in Figure 1a (assuming the structure is sufficiently porous). Given these

differences and the variation in solvent interactions for metals and N/C catalysts

described above, it can not be expected that results are directly transferable

to M-N/C catalysts. However, while the specific adsorption of spontaneously

evolved ORR intermediates or other anions present in the electrolyte on one side

of a metal-based active sites has frequently been considered,[10, 13, 17, 29–33]

the effect of different solvent models is less studied.[34]

Here, density functional theory (DFT) is used to investigate the ORR ac-
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tivity for a model of a Co–N4 single site (Figure 1b) and two different models

of a Co double site; one in which two Co–N4 single sites are stacked (Figure

1c), resembling the situation in cofacial metallo-diporphyrin molecules,[35] and

one in which two Co atoms are next to each other in a graphene defect (Figure

1d). Cobalt is chosen as the metal because high catalytic activities have been

reported for many pyrolysed Co-N/C catalysts, also in acidic solution.[36–41]

The calculations reveal that the reaction follows different mechanisms on the

three sites, but all of them result in a high theoretical onset potential. For

the double site in the graphene sheet it is furthermore possible to bypass the

scaling relations, i.e. the free energy difference between the *OH and *OOH

intermediates of ca. 3.2 eV known to limit the best achievable ORR potential

on metals, metal oxides and single-site M–N4 catalysts.[15, 42, 43] The effect

of different solvent models is also compared for the single and stacked double

sites. The results show that explicit water molecules can affect the energies of

the ORR intermediates by direct interaction through hydrogen bonding, but

also by indirect interaction when adsorbing on the Co atom from the other side

of the sheet.

2. Methods

2.1. Computational details

Spin-polarised density functional theory calculations are performed using

the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)[44] and projector augmented

wave (PAW) pseudupotentials. Structures are set up and analysed using the

atomic simulation environment (ASE) [45]. The BEEF-vdW functional is used

to describe the exchange and correlation energy in order to include the effect

of dispersive interactions.[46] The structures are optimised with a plane-wave

cutoff of 600 eV until all forces are below 0.01 eV�A
−1

.

Three different active site models are investigated as shown in Figure 1. The

basic model of the active site is a Co–N4C12 motif embedded in a planar carbon

sheet as previously used in ref. 32 (Figure 1b). In addition the stacking of two

such sites is considered (Figure 1d), giving a structure similar to that of cofacial
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a c

b d

Figure 1: a) Side-view of a M-N/C catalyst showing adsorption on both sides of the metal
atom, b) single site structure with a porphyrin-like Co–N4C12 motif, c) double layer of this
structure showing adsorption both between and on the outside of the layers and d) double
site in graphene sheet. Carbon is grey, nitrogen blue, hydrogen white, cobalt pink and oxygen
red. The computational unit cells are marked with dashed lines in b) and d).
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metallodiporphyrins.[35] The unit cell dimensions in the plane of the catalyst are

8.2× 12.0�A for both of these structures and the brillouin zone is sampled with

a (4× 3× 1) Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. Finally, an alternative model of a

double site with two neighbouring Co atoms embedded in a single graphene sheet

is considered (Figure 1d). This structure has unit cell dimensions of 12.2×12.2�A

(γ = 60°) and is sampled by (4×4×1) k-points. For all three models the unit cell

dimension along the z-axis is set such that there is a minimum of 8�A of vacuum

between the adsorbates on different sides of the catalyst across the periodic

boundary and a minimum of 14�A between periodic images of the carbon sheet.

A dipole correction is used to decouple the electrostatic potentials on the two

sides of the catalyst.

The adsorption free energies, ∆G (U−−0 V), of an ORR intermediate (A) is

calculated as:

∆G(U = 0V ) = ∆EDFT, solv(A)− T∆S + ∆ZPE (1)

where ∆EDFT, solv(A) is the change in electronic energy upon adsorption of A as

calculated from DFT with the chosen solvent model, T is the temperature, ∆S

is the change in entropy and ∆ZPE is the change in zero point energy. The two

latter terms are accounted for by using the finite displacement method to calcu-

late the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbates in the harmonic approximation

and adding the corresponding contributions to the free energy at 298 K. The

frequencies are calculated with implicit solvent as described below and assumed

to be the same for the same adsorbate when a different solvent model is used,

or on different active site models, if the adsorption configuration is the same.

As an example, the vibrational frequencies are the same for OH binding to a

single Co atom (*OH), whether this is part of a single site or a double site, but

a different frequency is calculated for OH adsorbed between the two Co atoms

of the double layer site (*OH*). Further details of these calculations along with

the applied free energy corrections for all relevant adsorbate configurations can

be found in Section S1 of the electronic supplementary information (ESI).

The effect of an applied potential on the adsorption free energy is included
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using the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE),[22] i.e. the Gibbs free en-

ergy of the reaction forming the adsorbate at a potential UvsRHE is:

∆GCHE(UvsRHE) = ∆G(U−−0 V)− neUvsRHE (2)

where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction and e is the numerical

charge of an electron.

The energy of O2 in the gas-phase is corrrected to reproduce the Gibbs

free energy of formation for H2O. Furthermore, the errors in the energy levels

of the ORR intermediates specific to the BEEF-vdW functional are corrected

according to the Christensen scheme,[47, 48] i.e.:

∆E(O−O) = 0.20 eV

∆E(H2O) = −0.03 eV

∆E(H2) = 0.09 eV

This correction reduces the systematic error on peroxides such as H2O2. No

correction has been calculated for adsorbed O2, and this energy level is therefore

shown as calculated relative to O2(g). We estimate that the correction would

lower the energy by between 0 and 0.375 eV (see section S1 in the ESI).

For the dissociative reaction mechanisms on the two double site models, the

energy barriers for splitting of OOH and O2 are estimated. The structures

involve many atoms and part of the reaction path can have a flat energy profile.

Therefore, a number of structures connecting the initial and final states are

created by linear interpolation, and optimised with fixed positions of the oxygen

atoms. This interpolation results in a reasonable path and a good indication of

the barrier except in the case of *OOH splitting on the double site in graphene.

For this process it is necessary to investigate a section of the path using the

climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB).[49, 50] All barriers are

calculated with implicit solvent only and do not include changes in the free

energy contributions or BEEF-vdW corrections along the reaction path, as these

might not be linearly dependent on the O-O distance. Further details of the

interpolation and the NEB calculation are given in Section S8 of the ESI.
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2.2. Solvent models

Solvent effects on the surface and adsorbates are described using various

implicit and explicit solvation models. Implicit solvation is used as implemented

in VASPsol with a dielectric constant of 80,[51, 52] and can be combined with

the explicit modelling of an adsorbate on the ”back” of the Co atom. It should

be noted, however, that the dielectric constant of water restricted by electric

fields at the electrode or confined in nanoscale pores could be as low as 2.

[53, 54] Previous calulations for the Co–N4 model used here have shown that

H2O adsorption is preferred over OH or O adsorption at potentials below 1.03 V

and thus only the adsorption of H2O is considered in the following.[32]

For the single layer catalyst, the explicit water layer on the same side of the

catalyst as the adsorbate can be combined with a single water molecule or an

entire water layer on the other side. Here, explicit water layers are modelled by

10 H2O molecules surrounding the adsorbate and a water layer with a total of 11

H2O molecules is used as a reference and for water layers on the opposite side of

the carbon sheet as the adsorbate. One of these 11 water molecules is adsorbed

on the Co atom, and the remaining 10 H2O molecules can thus (in principle)

form a structure around it that is similar to the structure of the water molecules

around the adsorbates. The configuration of the water molecules around each

adsorbate is found by minima hopping[55] identifying at least 30 minima. To

reduce the computational effort the minima hopping is done with an energy

cutoff of 300 eV until forces are below 0.05 eV�A
−1

, and only configurations

within 0.1 eV of the most stable structure are relaxed further.[56] The most

stable water layer obtained in this way is then used for the calculations of the

adsorption energies as described in Section S2 of the ESI.

For the double layer catalyst, ORR between the two layers is investigated.

Insertion of water molecules between the two carbon sheets is found to be un-

favourable due to the short distance between them, which must be increased to

make space for the water. This is the case when the water molecule forms a

hydrogen bond with an ORR intermediate adsorbed between the two Co atoms

and also when the water molecule itself is adsorbed between the two Co atoms
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(c.f. Section S3 in the ESI). For the double layer catalyst explicit solvent is

therefore modelled on the outside of the carbon layers only, using the reference

structure with 11 H2O molecules also used for the single site.

3. Results

3.1. Single Co site

On the single Co site the ORR is assumed to follow the associative mecha-

nism:

O2(g) + H+ + e− + ∗ −−→ ∗OOH ∆G1

∗OOH + H+ + e− −−→ ∗O + H2O(l) ∆G2

∗O + H+ + e− + −−→ ∗OH ∆G3

∗OH + H+ + e− −−→ ∗ + H2O(l) ∆G4 (3)

The reaction free energies of the four reactions (∆G1−∆G4) are calculated from

the adsorption free energies of the *OOH, *O and *OH intermediates (Eqn. 1),

which depend on the potential through the CHE (Eqn. 2).[22] The limiting

potential (UL) is defined as the highest potential at which all four steps are

downhill in free energy, i.e:

UL = −max{∆G1,∆G2,∆G3,∆G4}/e

In the ideal situation ∆G1−∆G4 are equal in magnitude, resulting in a limiting

potential of 1.23 eV.

Figure 2a-b shows the energy diagram for the single Co site at a potential

of 0.9 V without solvent interactions and for the five different solvent models

illustrated in Figure 2c-g. Magenta lines in Figure 2a-b indicate the energy

levels if no solvent is included in the calculations. Without solvent the reaction

is limited by the weak adsorption of the *OOH intermediate, and the resulting

limiting potential is found to be 0.66 V. Addition of implicit solvent stabilises

all intermediates (Fig 2a), with the largest energy gain for the *OOH adsor-

bate followed by the *OH adsorbate, and this improves the limiting potential
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a b

c d e f g

VASPsol VASPsol+H2O Explicit 1 side Explicit 1 side + H2O Explicit both sides

Figure 2: a-b) Free energy diagrams for the ORR on the single layer M–N4C12 catalyst at a
potential of UvsRHE=0.9 V without solvent (magenta lines) and with different models of the
solvent as shown in c-g) for the *OH adsorbate, with the colours of the frame corresponding
with the colour in the energy diagrams. The energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where
∆G1 − ∆G4 are equal in magnitude is shown in black for comparison c) Implicit solvent
model as implemented in VASPsol, d) as in c) but with a single explicit water molecule on the
back side of the Co atom, e) explicit model of the water layer on the same side as the *OH
adsorbate, f) as in e) but with a single explicit water molecule on the back of the catalyst and
g) explicit water layers on both sides of the catalyst.
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to 0.82 V. Adding an explicit water molecule on the back of the Co atom only

has a weak effect on the *OH and *OOH binding energies leading to a limit-

ing potential of 0.84 V, but it results in a significant destabilisation of the *O

intermediate. This happens because the coordination of the Co atom changes

from square pyramidal to octahedral which changes the preferred spin state of

*O from intermediate spin (3 unpaired electrons) to low spin (1 unpaired elec-

tron, c.f. Section S5 in the ESI for a schematic of the energy levels). With this

analysis, we allow reactions that require spin flips, which can be a rate limiting

process for molecular systems. Although the single site model structures have

small direct band gaps (in the range 0-1eV depending on the adsorbate), the

graphene part of the real extended structure is conductive and we expect the

metal atoms to be coupled to these extended states so that spin flips would not

provide a barrier to the reaction.

Modeling the solvent interaction with explicit water molecules results in the

energy diagrams in Figure 2b. Here the inclusion of an explicit water layer

surrounding the ORR intermediate leads to a stabilisation of all intermediates,

which decreases in magnitude following the order *OH > *OOH > *O. The

stabilistion is as large as 0.27 eV for *OH, making ∆G1 and ∆G4 almost equal

and resulting in a limiting potential of 0.81 V. Addition of one H2O molcule

on the back of the catalyst has only a small effect on the *OH and *OOH in-

termediates, changing the limiting potential to 0.78 V. A larger destabilisation

associated with a change in the spin ground state is found for *O, as also ob-

served for the implicit solvent model. Finally, the addition of a full water layer

on the back of the catalyst results in a stabilisation of ca. 0.1 eV for all inter-

mediates, relative to the situation with explicit solvent on one side and a single

H2O molecule on the back. This changes the limiting step in the reaction to the

final step and results in a limiting potential of 0.71 V. The origin of this stabil-

isation is not clear, in particular since a similar effect is not observed if explicit

solvent is used on the opposite side of the adsorbate only (c.f. Section S4 in the

ESI). It should be noted that the explicit solvent model is sensitive to how the

reference for the explicit water layer is calculated. This is related to the small
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number of explicit water molecules used here, and to the adsorption of one of

these water molecules on the Co atom in the reference structure, which can be

accounted for in different ways (c.f. Section S2 in the ESI for further details).

Since the number of H2O molecules is the same for all ORR intermediates this

affects ∆G1 and ∆G4 only, and consequently also the limiting potential. In our

case, different choices of reference resulted in a variation of ∆G4 of 0.25 eV (c.f.

Section S2 in the ESI for further details).

Overall, the results illustrate that the choice of solvent model can have an

effect on the calculated energy levels. The stabilisation relative to the solvent-

free calculation is generally larger for the *OH and *OOH intermediates, while

*O is only slightly affected. Furthermore, the explicit and implicit solvent mod-

els agree closely on the magnitude of the stabilisations for the *O and *OOH

intermediates, while the stabilisation of *OH is larger in the explicit solvent

model, suggesting that hydrogen bonding stabilizes this intermediate signifi-

cantly. These solvation effects are similar to the ones found for Pt.[23, 26]A

noticeable difference is, however, found when a H2O molecule is adsorbed on

the back of the Co atom, which raises the energy of the *O intermediate due

to a change in the splitting of the d orbitals. The adsorption of H2O is often

found to be weak, and in the case of *O the adsorption free energy is found to

be positive (c.f. Section S6 in the ESI), while a small negative value is found

for the *OH and *OOH intermediates. The influence of the change in spin

state thus depends on the relative time scales of the ORR steps and the ad-

sorption/desorption of H2O. In any case, the result illustrates the importance

of considering the 2D-nature of M-N/C catalysts. Often, a charged species is

present, e.g. an ORR intermediate or an anion from the electrolyte, which will

adsorb more strongly than water at relevant potentials, and many reports have

already demonstrated the significant effect that this can have on the catalyst

activity.[10, 13, 17, 29–33] To create a realistic model of a given system the na-

ture of the electrolyte as well as the solvent model should therefore be carefully

considered.
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3.2. Double layer site

For the double layer site shown in Figure 1c, ORR is possible both on top

of the layered structure or in between the two layers. ORR on top of the

double layer, without any adsorbates between the two metal atoms, follows the

associative mechanism described for the single layer (Eqn. 3) and results in an

almost identical energy diagram which will not be discussed further here (c.f.

Section S7 in the ESI).

Instead, the focus will be on the dissociative pathway which is possible when

O2 adsorbs between the two Co atoms:

O2(g) + H+ + e− + 2 ∗ −−→ ∗O +∗ OH ∆G1

∗O +∗ OH + H+ + e− −−→ ∗O∗ + H2O(l) ∆G2

∗O∗ + H+ + e− + −−→ ∗OH∗ ∆G3

∗OH∗ + H+ + e− + −−→ 2 ∗ + H2O(l) ∆G4 (4)

Where the notation *A* indicates that an adsorbate is binding to both metal

atoms of the double layer structure. This dissociative pathway is similar to the

one found to result in low overpotentials for diporphyrin molecules in ref. 18.

Some of the reaction intermediates are illustrated in Figure 3a-d.

The initial step in the reaction (Eqn. 4) cannot be an elementary step, and

therefore a series of simpler steps is investigated, starting with the chemical step

of adsorbing O2 between the two Co atoms (*O2*):

O2(g) + 2 ∗ −−→ ∗O∗
2 ∆G1a (5)

This can be followed by the electrochemical addition of a proton to form a

*OOH* intermediate (Figure 3a) which is subsequently split into *O and *OH

adsorbed on different metal atoms (Figure 3b):

∗O∗
2 + H+ + e− −−→ ∗OOH∗ ∆G1b

∗OOH∗ −−→ ∗O +∗ OH ∆G1c (6)
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Alternatively, direct splitting of *O2* to (*O + *O) followed by protonation to

form (*O + *OH) is possible:

∗O∗
2 −−→ ∗O + ∗O ∆G1d

∗O + ∗O + H+ + e− −−→ ∗O +∗ OH ∆G1e (7)

To determine which of these two pathways is more favourable, and if dissoci-

ation is likely to occur at all, the energies of the (*O + *O) and the *OOH*

intermediates were calculated with implicit solvent. The free energy required to

form (*O + *O) from *O2* (∆G1d) is found to be > 1 eV, making it an unlikely

process at room temperature (c.f. Section S8 in the ESI). Contrary to this,

*OOH* is found to be 0.46 eV lower in energy than O2 (g) at U=0 V and the

reaction free energy of splitting *OOH* to (*O + *OH) is negative (∆G1c < 0).

The barrier for this process is therefore calculated as described in the section 2,

giving a value of 0.39 eV (cf. Section S8 in the ESI). Together with the energy

level of *OOH*, which depends on the potential through Eqn. 2, this gives an

indication of the overall barrier for the first reaction step, which is then also

potential-dependent (see inset in Figure 3e). At the limiting potential of 0.80 V

the *OOH* intermediate is 0.34 eV higher in energy than O2(g), resulting in an

overall barrier of 0.73 eV. The kinetic barrier for splitting of *OOH* is therefore

surmountable at room temperature at all potentials below the limiting potential,

indicating that the dissociative mechanism is plausible. The further reduction

of (*O + *OH) proceeds via *O* (Figure 3c) (rather than (*OH +*OH), c.f.

Section S4 in the ESI) which is subsequently reduced to *OH* (Figure 3d) and

finally to water as given in Eqn. 4.

The limiting potential for the dissociative pathway is evaluated with different

solvent models, assuming that it is the total energy of ∆G1 (i.e. ∆G1a+∆G1b+

∆G1c) that affects the limiting potential. It is important to note that the sepa-

ration between the two carbon layers of the catalyst (ca. 3.8�A) is too small for

water molecules to reside between the layers (c.f. Section S3 in the ESI). For the

double layer catalyst solvent is therefore modelled either by implicit solvent, by

implicit solvent with a water molecule on each of the outer sides of the double
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layer, or by full explicit water layers on the outer sides of the catalyst. Figure

3e shows the energy diagram for the ORR without solvent and with each of the

three solvent models at a potential of 0.9 V. Without solvent the reaction is lim-

ited by the strong binding of the *OH* intermediate, and the limiting potential

is calculated to 0.74 V. Use of the implicit solvation model only leads to small

changes in the energies, resulting in a limiting potential of 0.80 V. Addition

of two water molecules destabilises the *O* and *OH* intermediates, whereas

it has little effect on the *OOH* and (*O + *OH) intermediates. Overall this

leads to an increase in the limiting potential to 0.96 V. The effect is similar

when adding full explicit water layers, resulting in a similar limiting potential

of 0.93 V. These relatively high limiting potentials arise because the difference

in the adsorption energies of (*O + *OH) and *OH* is slightly reduced from

the usual 3.2 eV to ca. 3.0 eV when explicit H2O is adsorbed on the back of the

catalyst. The adsorption of H2O is however not calculated to be favourable for

*O* and *OH* (c.f. section S6 in the ESI), and these potentials might there-

fore not be achievable. Nevertheless, the results confirm that for this type of

2D catalyst the solvent model can affect the calculated ORR limiting potential,

even though the explicit water molecules are not interacting directly with the

reaction intermediates.

3.3. Double site in a graphene layer

The double site in the graphene sheet presents a different relative position of

the two metal atoms compared with the double layer structure described above.

Furthermore, the two metal atoms are coordinated by a total of 6 N atoms,

whereas each of the two metal atoms in the double layer structure is coordinated

by 4 N atoms. The explicit solvent model can be sensitive to the changes in

size and shape of the unit cell. Therefore, the adsorption energies of the ORR

intermediates on the graphene sheet are calculated with the implicit solvent

model only, because the main point of interest is how the different geometry

and coordination of this type of double site affects the ORR.

The optimised structure of the bare site has the two Co atoms puckering
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e

Figure 3: Reaction intermediates for the ORR between two layers of the M–N4C12 catalyst;
a) bridging *OOH*, b) hydrogen bonded *O + *OH, c) *O* and d) *OH*. e) Corresponding
free energy diagrams at a potential of UvsRHE=0.9 V for the reaction without solvent (ma-
genta lines), with implicit solvent (blue lines), with implicit solvent and one explicit water
molecule on top and bottom (red) and with explicit water layers on top and bottom (yellow
lines). The energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where ∆G1 − ∆G4 are equal in magnitude
is shown in black for comparison The inset shows the elementary steps comprising the first
reduction step, including the barrier for splitting of *OOH*. The energy level of *O2* is
dashed because corrections for errors in the BEEF-vdW functional are not applied, giving rise
to some uncertainty in the energy (see section S1 in the ESI).
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out on opposite sides of the carbon sheet by approximately 0.2�A, suggesting

that the incorporation of two Co atoms into the graphene defect results in local

strain. Adsorption of O and OH in the bridging position between the two Co

atoms (Ob and OHb) is very favourable, with adsorption energies of −0.20 eV

and 0.09 eV at U=0 V. OHb thus adsorbs up to potentials of 0.28 V, at which

point it is oxidized to Ob. The markedly stronger adsorption relative to the

double layer site is expectedly related to the difference in coordination of the

metal atoms. In the graphene structure each N atoms would have to form 8/3

bonds to satisfy the two neighbouring carbons, leaving the Co atoms in the

unfavourable +I oxidation state. Meanwhile, the porphyrin-like structure of the

carbon in the double layer (and single site) structure results in each N forming

3/2 bonds with the neighbouring carbons, thus resulting in an oxidation state of

+II for the Co atom. The adsorption of Ob on the graphene double site changes

the oxidation state of Co to +II, which is generally more favourable for Co than

+I. This interpretation is supported by comparison of the spin states of the Co

atoms with various adsorbates (c.f. Section S9 in the ESI).

At relevant potentials for ORR, Ob is adsorbed on one side of the graphene

double site as shown in Figure 4a. ORR can then proceed either on the same

side of the carbon sheet as Ob via an associative mechanism similar to the one

on the single Co site (Eqn. 3), or on the opposite side of the sheet where a

dissociative mechanism, similar to the one described for the double layer site, is

preferred (Eqn. 4). The energy diagrams for these two reactions are shown in

Figure 4f.

For the associative mechanism on the same side as Ob, the *OOH interme-

diate binds very weakly, resulting in a limiting potential of 0.50 V. Considering

in stead the dissociative mechanism on the opposite side relative to Ob, the

dissociation can happen either when O2 is adsorbed between the two Co atoms

((O2)b) or from the *OOH intermediate shown in Figure 4b, following processes

similar to those of the double layer site (Eqn. 6 and 7). The barrier for the

former process is calculated to be 1.09 eV relative to (O2)b while the latter has

a barrier of 0.47 eV relative to *OOH (c.f. Section S8 in the ESI). An energy
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diagram for the splitting of *OOH is shown as inset in Figure 4f. At the limiting

potential of 0.87 V the energy of *OOH is 0.01 eV below the energy of O2(g)

and the overall barrier is therefore easily surmountable, making the splitting

of *OOH the preferred pathway for dissociation. The resulting (Ob + *OH)

intermediate (Figure 4c) is then reduced to Ob and H2O (Figure 4d) and then

*OH (Figure 4e) (c.f. section S4 in the ESI for energies of alternative reaction

intermediates). The removal of *OH is found to be the limiting step in the

reaction and happens at a potential of 0.87 V. It should be noted that the same

limiting potential would be found if the associative mechanism was found to

be kinetically preferred. Going through the (Ob+*OH) intermediate is however

of interest because the energy difference between the (Ob+*OH) intermediate

and the *OH intermediate for ORR on the opposite side of the catalyst is only

2.36 eV, while the energy difference between the *OOH and *OH intermediates

for ORR on either side of the catalyst relative to Ob is ca. 3.2 eV. Following

the dissociative mechanism therefore circumvents the scaling relations, suggest-

ing that an even better limiting potential could be obtained if the binding of

*OH could be weakened further while keeping the barrier for *OOH splitting

surmountable.

4. Conclusion

The ORR activity has been investigated on three different models of a Co-

N/C catalyst, revealing comparable limiting potentials in the range 0.80-0.87 V

in spite of significant differences in the catalyst structure and reaction mecha-

nisms. On the single Co site, ORR follows an associative mechanism, while a

dissociative mechanism is possible on the Co double layer structure. For the

double site in the graphene sheet Ob adsorbs strongly on one side, creating the

active form of the catalyst, which can also follow a dissociative mechanism. For

this site, the dissociative mechanism furthermore results in a deviation from the

scaling relations, implying that the limiting potential could be improved further

if the adsorption of *OH could be weakened, e.g. by substitution of the metal
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e

Figure 4: Reaction intermediates for the ORR on a double Co site embedded in a graphene
sheet with an Ob atom adsorbed on the back; a) initial state, b) *OOH, c) Ob + *OH, d)
Ob and e) *OH. f) Free energy diagrams for this reaction at a potential of UvsRHE=0.9 V
(blue lines) and for the alternative ORR on the same side as pre-adsorbed Ob (red lines). The
energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where ∆G1 − ∆G4 are equal in magnitude is shown in
black for comparison. The inset shows the elementary steps comprising the first reduction
step, including the barrier for splitting of *OOH. The energy level of (O2)b is dashed be-
cause corrections for errors in the BEEF-vdW functional are not applied, giving rise to some
uncertainty in the energy (see section S1 in the ESI).
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atoms or if a different species to Ob could be bound on the back of the catalyst.

This is a topic of further investigation.

The effect of various solvent models on the calculated ORR energies was also

investigated for the single and double layer sites. For the single site, the relative

stabilisation of the *OH, *O and *OOH intermediates with implicit and explicit

solvent were found to be similar to the results found for Pt, but our results

show that for the 2D M-N/C catalysts the presence of explicit water molecules

or other adsorbates on the other side of the metal atom relative to the ORR

intermediates must also be included.

Overall, our results underline that both the detailed structure of the active

site and the interaction of this site with relevant species present in the electrolyte

should be considered to create a model that can accurately describe the catalytic

activity under experimental conditions.
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Abstract

Metal and nitrogen co-doped carbons (M-N/Cs) are promising alternatives to

platinum-based catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Here, den-

sity functional theory calculations are used to compare the ORR activity of Co

single and double sites embedded in N-doped carbon. Two di↵erent models of

a Co double site are investigated, one in which two single sites are stacked on

top of each other and one which has two Co atoms next to each other in a single

graphene sheet. For both it is found that the ORR can proceed via a dissocia-

tive mechanism that splits the *OOH intermediate into *O and *OH, but only

for the double site in the graphene sheet does it result in a significant deviation

from the scaling relations. The adsorption energies of the ORR intermediates

are investigated using di↵erent implicit and explicit solvent models, showing

some variation in the results. In particular, the addition of explicit water on the

same side of the catalyst as the ORR intermediate can result in stabilisation due

to hydrogen bonding, while an explicit water molecule adsorbed on the opposite

side of the Co atom can have an e↵ect due to the change in coordination which

a↵ects the splitting of the Co d orbitals.
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nonprecious catalysts, solvent
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1. Introduction

The hydrogen fuel cell o↵ers a clean alternative to fossil fuel based en-

ergy sources, in particular for transportation and combined heat and power

(CHP).[1, 2] The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurring at the cathode

is however kinetically slow and the most e↵ective catalysts contain platinum,

making the cost of the catalyst a significant contribution to the total cost of

the fuel cell stack. Thus, extensive research has focused on the development of

e↵ective non-precious metal catalysts based on earth-abundant elements.[3] One

class of such materials are the M-N/C-catalysts made by pyrolysis of a metal-

organic framework or an organic precursor molecule with a metal source.[4, 5]

The resulting material is amorphous, making it di�cult to determine the de-

tailed structure of the catalytically active sites, which may furthermore vary

depending on the synthesis procedure. Here, the focus will be on nitrogen-

coordinated metal atoms, such as the M–N4 motif known to form the active

site in e.g. porphyrins.[6] Nitrogen-coordinated metal atoms have been identi-

fied experimentally in various pyrolysed M-N/C catalysts,[7–10] however several

di↵erent plausible models for the N/C-environment around the metal atom have

been proposed.[7, 11–14]

The lack of specific knowledge of the detailed structure of the active site is a

challenge for the theoretical modelling of these materials. In particular, signifi-

cantly di↵erent catalytic activities have been calculated for active sites modelled

as single metal atoms embeded in N4C12 (porphyrin-like) and N4C10 (graphene-

like) structures.[15] Investigations of the O2 binding on di↵erent M–NxCy mod-

els, including both edge-hosted and in-plane defects, have likewise demonstrated

a large variation in adsorption energy depending on the site structure.[13, 16]

In addition to these studies of sites containing a single metal atom, metal dou-

ble sites have been considered within the carbon sheet, hosted at the edge and

as part of double-macrocycle molecues.[16–19] The presence of two (di↵erent)

metal atoms in close proximity allows the ORR intermediates to bind in a di↵er-

ent manner and possibly changes the reaction mechanism. Recent experiments
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have indicated that double sites, in particular when combining two di↵erent

metals, can have an improved ORR activity over single sites.[20, 21]

Another important parameter to consider when modelling M-N/C catalysts

is the interaction of the active site with the surrounding solvent. This can be

modelled either by implicit solvation where the solvent is represented by a di-

electric continuum, or by explicit solvation where a number of water molecules

are added in the vicinity of the adsorbate and the surface. The advantage of

the former approach lies in its simplicity, but the model does not take hydrogen

bonds into consideration. These are included in the explicit solvation model,

however the configurational space increases dramatically with the addition of

more water molecules and it can be di�cult to assure that a suitable config-

uration is used. On Pt and other metal (oxide) based surface catalysts the

structure of the explicit water layer and the e↵ect of the solvent model on the

ORR has been studied extensively.[22–26] The exact magnitude of the explicit

solvent stabilisation energy has been shown to vary for di↵erent materials and

for di↵erent surface coverages, but it is generally found that the *OH and *OOH

intermediates are stabilised more than the *O intermediate.[23, 25, 27] Contrary

to this, a study of water on a metal-free N/C catalyst showed *O to be stabilised

more than *OH and *OOH by explicit solvation due to empty p-states on *O.

[28]

M-N/C catalysts di↵er from metal (oxide) and N/C catalysts in that the cat-

alytically active metal atoms are relatively far away from each other, while each

metal atom can interact with the solvent on both sides of the carbon sheet as

shown in Figure 1a (assuming the structure is su�ciently porous). Given these

di↵erences and the variation in solvent interactions for metals and N/C catalysts

described above, it can not be expected that results are directly transferable

to M-N/C catalysts. However, while the specific adsorption of spontaneously

evolved ORR intermediates or other anions present in the electrolyte on one side

of a metal-based active sites has frequently been considered,[10, 13, 17, 29–33]

the e↵ect of di↵erent solvent models is less studied.[34]

Here, density functional theory (DFT) is used to investigate the ORR ac-
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tivity for a model of a Co–N4 single site (Figure 1b) and two di↵erent models

of a Co double site; one in which two Co–N4 single sites are stacked (Figure

1c), resembling the situation in cofacial metallo-diporphyrin molecules,[35] and

one in which two Co atoms are next to each other in a graphene defect (Figure

1d). Cobalt is chosen as the metal because high catalytic activities have been

reported for many pyrolysed Co-N/C catalysts, also in acidic solution.[36–41]

The calculations reveal that the reaction follows di↵erent mechanisms on the

three sites, but all of them result in a high theoretical onset potential. For

the double site in the graphene sheet it is furthermore possible to bypass the

scaling relations, i.e. the free energy di↵erence between the *OH and *OOH

intermediates of ca. 3.2 eV known to limit the best achievable ORR potential

on metals, metal oxides and single-site M–N4 catalysts.[15, 42, 43] The e↵ect

of di↵erent solvent models is also compared for the single and stacked double

sites. The results show that explicit water molecules can a↵ect the energies of

the ORR intermediates by direct interaction through hydrogen bonding, but

also by indirect interaction when adsorbing on the Co atom from the other side

of the sheet.

2. Methods

2.1. Computational details

Spin-polarised density functional theory calculations are performed using

the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)[44] and projector augmented

wave (PAW) pseudupotentials. Structures are set up and analysed using the

atomic simulation environment (ASE) [45]. The BEEF-vdW functional is used

to describe the exchange and correlation energy in order to include the e↵ect

of dispersive interactions.[46] The structures are optimised with a plane-wave

cuto↵ of 600 eV until all forces are below 0.01 eV�A�1

.

Three di↵erent active site models are investigated as shown in Figure 1. The

basic model of the active site is a Co–N4C12 motif embedded in a planar carbon

sheet as previously used in ref. 32 (Figure 1b). In addition the stacking of two

such sites is considered (Figure 1d), giving a structure similar to that of cofacial
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a c

b d

Figure 1: a) Side-view of a M-N/C catalyst showing adsorption on both sides of the metal
atom, b) single site structure with a porphyrin-like Co–N4C12 motif, c) double layer of this
structure showing adsorption both between and on the outside of the layers and d) double
site in graphene sheet. Carbon is grey, nitrogen blue, hydrogen white, cobalt pink and oxygen
red. The computational unit cells are marked with dashed lines in b) and d).
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metallodiporphyrins.[35] The unit cell dimensions in the plane of the catalyst are

8.2⇥ 12.0�A for both of these structures and the brillouin zone is sampled with

a (4⇥ 3⇥ 1) Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. Finally, an alternative model of a

double site with two neighbouring Co atoms embedded in a single graphene sheet

is considered (Figure 1d). This structure has unit cell dimensions of 12.2⇥12.2�A

(� = 60°) and is sampled by (4⇥4⇥1) k-points. For all three models the unit cell

dimension along the z-axis is set such that there is a minimum of 8�A of vacuum

between the adsorbates on di↵erent sides of the catalyst across the periodic

boundary and a minimum of 14�A between periodic images of the carbon sheet.

A dipole correction is used to decouple the electrostatic potentials on the two

sides of the catalyst.

The adsorption free energies, �G(U��0V), of an ORR intermediate (A) is

calculated as:

�G(U = 0V ) = �EDFT, solv(A)� T�S + �ZPE (1)

where �EDFT, solv(A) is the change in electronic energy upon adsorption of A as

calculated from DFT with the chosen solvent model, T is the temperature, �S

is the change in entropy and �ZPE is the change in zero point energy. The two

latter terms are accounted for by using the finite displacement method to calcu-

late the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbates in the harmonic approximation

and adding the corresponding contributions to the free energy at 298K. The

frequencies are calculated with implicit solvent as described below and assumed

to be the same for the same adsorbate when a different solvent model is used,

or on different active site models, if the adsorption configuration is the same.

As an example, the vibrational frequencies are the same for OH binding to a

single Co atom (*OH), whether this is part of a single site or a double site, but

a di↵erent frequency is calculated for OH adsorbed between the two Co atoms

of the double layer site (*OH*). Further details of these calculations along with

the applied free energy corrections for all relevant adsorbate configurations can

be found in Section S1 of the electronic supplementary information (ESI).

The e↵ect of an applied potential on the adsorption free energy is included
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using the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE),[22] i.e. the Gibbs free en-

ergy of the reaction forming the adsorbate at a potential UvsRHE is:

�GCHE(UvsRHE) = �G(U��0V)� neUvsRHE (2)

where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction and e is the numerical

charge of an electron.

The energy of O2 in the gas-phase is corrrected to reproduce the Gibbs

free energy of formation for H2O. Furthermore, the errors in the energy levels

of the ORR intermediates specific to the BEEF-vdW functional are corrected

according to the Christensen scheme,[47, 48] i.e.:

�E(O�O) = 0.20 eV

�E(H2O) = �0.03 eV

�E(H2) = 0.09 eV

This correction reduces the systematic error on peroxides such as H2O2. No cor-

rection has been calculated for adsorbed O2, and this energy level is therefore

shown as calculated relative to O2(g). We estimate that the correction would

lower the energy by between 0 and 0.375 eV (see section S1 in the ESI).

For the dissociative reaction mechanisms on the two double site models, the

energy barriers for splitting of OOH and O2 are estimated. The structures

involve many atoms and part of the reaction path can have a flat energy profile.

Therefore, a number of structures connecting the initial and final states are

created by linear interpolation, and optimised with fixed positions of the oxygen

atoms. This interpolation results in a reasonable path and a good indication of

the barrier except in the case of *OOH splitting on the double site in graphene.

For this process it is necessary to investigate a section of the path using the

climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB).[49, 50] All barriers are

calculated with implicit solvent only and do not include changes in the free en-

ergy contributions or BEEF-vdW corrections along the reaction path, as these

might not be linearly dependent on the O-O distance. Further details of the

interpolation and the NEB calculation are given in Section S8 of the ESI.
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2.2. Solvent models

Solvent e↵ects on the surface and adsorbates are described using various

implicit and explicit solvation models. Implicit solvation is used as implemented

in VASPsol with a dielectric constant of 80,[51, 52] and can be combined with

the explicit modelling of an adsorbate on the ”back” of the Co atom. It should

be noted, however, that the dielectric constant of water restricted by electric

fields at the electrode or confined in nanoscale pores could be as low as 2.

[53, 54] Previous calulations for the Co–N4 model used here have shown that

H2O adsorption is preferred over OH or O adsorption at potentials below 1.03V

and thus only the adsorption of H2O is considered in the following.[32]

For the single layer catalyst, the explicit water layer on the same side of the

catalyst as the adsorbate can be combined with a single water molecule or an

entire water layer on the other side. Here, explicit water layers are modelled by

10 H2O molecules surrounding the adsorbate and a water layer with a total of 11

H2O molecules is used as a reference and for water layers on the opposite side of

the carbon sheet as the adsorbate. One of these 11 water molecules is adsorbed

on the Co atom, and the remaining 10 H2O molecules can thus (in principle)

form a structure around it that is similar to the structure of the water molecules

around the adsorbates. The configuration of the water molecules around each

adsorbate is found by minima hopping[55] identifying at least 30 minima. To

reduce the computational e↵ort the minima hopping is done with an energy

cuto↵ of 300 eV until forces are below 0.05 eV�A�1

, and only configurations

within 0.1 eV of the most stable structure are relaxed further.[56] The most

stable water layer obtained in this way is then used for the calculations of the

adsorption energies as described in Section S2 of the ESI.

For the double layer catalyst, ORR between the two layers is investigated.

Insertion of water molecules between the two carbon sheets is found to be un-

favourable due to the short distance between them, which must be increased to

make space for the water. This is the case when the water molecule forms a

hydrogen bond with an ORR intermediate adsorbed between the two Co atoms

and also when the water molecule itself is adsorbed between the two Co atoms
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(c.f. Section S3 in the ESI). For the double layer catalyst explicit solvent is

therefore modelled on the outside of the carbon layers only, using the reference

structure with 11 H2O molecules also used for the single site.

3. Results

3.1. Single Co site

On the single Co site the ORR is assumed to follow the associative mecha-

nism:

O2(g) + H+ + e� + ⇤ ��! ⇤OOH �G1

⇤OOH+H+ + e� ��! ⇤O+H2O(l) �G2

⇤O+H+ + e� + ��! ⇤OH �G3

⇤OH+H+ + e� ��! ⇤ +H2O(l) �G4 (3)

The reaction free energies of the four reactions (�G1��G4) are calculated from

the adsorption free energies of the *OOH, *O and *OH intermediates (Eqn. 1),

which depend on the potential through the CHE (Eqn. 2).[22] The limiting

potential (UL) is defined as the highest potential at which all four steps are

downhill in free energy, i.e:

UL = �max{�G1,�G2,�G3,�G4}/e

In the ideal situation �G1 � �G4 are equal in magnitude, resulting in a limiting

potential of 1.23 eV.

Figure 2a-b shows the energy diagram for the single Co site at a potential

of 0.9V without solvent interactions and for the five di↵erent solvent models

illustrated in Figure 2c-g. Magenta lines in Figure 2a-b indicate the energy

levels if no solvent is included in the calculations. Without solvent the reaction

is limited by the weak adsorption of the *OOH intermediate, and the resulting

limiting potential is found to be 0.66V. Addition of implicit solvent stabilises

all intermediates (Fig 2a), with the largest energy gain for the *OOH adsor-

bate followed by the *OH adsorbate, and this improves the limiting potential
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VASPsol VASPsol+H2O Explicit 1 side Explicit 1 side + H2O Explicit both sides

Figure 2: a-b) Free energy diagrams for the ORR on the single layer M–N4C12 catalyst at a
potential of UvsRHE=0.9V without solvent (magenta lines) and with di↵erent models of the
solvent as shown in c-g) for the *OH adsorbate, with the colours of the frame corresponding
with the colour in the energy diagrams. The energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where
�G1 ��G4 are equal in magnitude is shown in black for comparison c) Implicit solvent
model as implemented in VASPsol, d) as in c) but with a single explicit water molecule on the
back side of the Co atom, e) explicit model of the water layer on the same side as the *OH
adsorbate, f) as in e) but with a single explicit water molecule on the back of the catalyst and
g) explicit water layers on both sides of the catalyst.
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to 0.82V. Adding an explicit water molecule on the back of the Co atom only

has a weak e↵ect on the *OH and *OOH binding energies leading to a limit-

ing potential of 0.84V, but it results in a significant destabilisation of the *O

intermediate. This happens because the coordination of the Co atom changes

from square pyramidal to octahedral which changes the preferred spin state of

*O from intermediate spin (3 unpaired electrons) to low spin (1 unpaired elec-

tron, c.f. Section S5 in the ESI for a schematic of the energy levels). With this

analysis, we allow reactions that require spin flips, which can be a rate limiting

process for molecular systems. Although the single site model structures have

small direct band gaps (in the range 0-1eV depending on the adsorbate), the

graphene part of the real extended structure is conductive and we expect the

metal atoms to be coupled to these extended states so that spin flips would not

provide a barrier to the reaction.

Modeling the solvent interaction with explicit water molecules results in the

energy diagrams in Figure 2b. Here the inclusion of an explicit water layer

surrounding the ORR intermediate leads to a stabilisation of all intermediates,

which decreases in magnitude following the order *OH > *OOH > *O. The

stabilistion is as large as 0.27 eV for *OH, making �G1 and �G4 almost equal

and resulting in a limiting potential of 0.81V. Addition of one H2O molcule

on the back of the catalyst has only a small e↵ect on the *OH and *OOH in-

termediates, changing the limiting potential to 0.78V. A larger destabilisation

associated with a change in the spin ground state is found for *O, as also ob-

served for the implicit solvent model. Finally, the addition of a full water layer

on the back of the catalyst results in a stabilisation of ca. 0.1 eV for all inter-

mediates, relative to the situation with explicit solvent on one side and a single

H2O molecule on the back. This changes the limiting step in the reaction to the

final step and results in a limiting potential of 0.71V. The origin of this stabil-

isation is not clear, in particular since a similar e↵ect is not observed if explicit

solvent is used on the opposite side of the adsorbate only (c.f. Section S4 in the

ESI). It should be noted that the explicit solvent model is sensitive to how the

reference for the explicit water layer is calculated. This is related to the small
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number of explicit water molecules used here, and to the adsorption of one of

these water molecules on the Co atom in the reference structure, which can be

accounted for in di↵erent ways (c.f. Section S2 in the ESI for further details).

Since the number of H2O molecules is the same for all ORR intermediates this

a↵ects �G1 and �G4 only, and consequently also the limiting potential. In our

case, different choices of reference resulted in a variation of �G4 of 0.25 eV (c.f.

Section S2 in the ESI for further details).

Overall, the results illustrate that the choice of solvent model can have an

e↵ect on the calculated energy levels. The stabilisation relative to the solvent-

free calculation is generally larger for the *OH and *OOH intermediates, while

*O is only slightly a↵ected. Furthermore, the explicit and implicit solvent mod-

els agree closely on the magnitude of the stabilisations for the *O and *OOH

intermediates, while the stabilisation of *OH is larger in the explicit solvent

model, suggesting that hydrogen bonding stabilizes this intermediate signifi-

cantly. These solvation e↵ects are similar to the ones found for Pt.[23, 26]A

noticeable di↵erence is, however, found when a H2O molecule is adsorbed on

the back of the Co atom, which raises the energy of the *O intermediate due

to a change in the splitting of the d orbitals. The adsorption of H2O is often

found to be weak, and in the case of *O the adsorption free energy is found to

be positive (c.f. Section S6 in the ESI), while a small negative value is found

for the *OH and *OOH intermediates. The influence of the change in spin

state thus depends on the relative time scales of the ORR steps and the ad-

sorption/desorption of H2O. In any case, the result illustrates the importance

of considering the 2D-nature of M-N/C catalysts. Often, a charged species is

present, e.g. an ORR intermediate or an anion from the electrolyte, which will

adsorb more strongly than water at relevant potentials, and many reports have

already demonstrated the significant e↵ect that this can have on the catalyst

activity.[10, 13, 17, 29–33] To create a realistic model of a given system the na-

ture of the electrolyte as well as the solvent model should therefore be carefully

considered.
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3.2. Double layer site

For the double layer site shown in Figure 1c, ORR is possible both on top

of the layered structure or in between the two layers. ORR on top of the

double layer, without any adsorbates between the two metal atoms, follows the

associative mechanism described for the single layer (Eqn. 3) and results in an

almost identical energy diagram which will not be discussed further here (c.f.

Section S7 in the ESI).

Instead, the focus will be on the dissociative pathway which is possible when

O2 adsorbs between the two Co atoms:

O2(g) + H+ + e� + 2 ⇤ ��! ⇤O+⇤ OH �G1

⇤O+⇤ OH+H+ + e� ��! ⇤O⇤ +H2O(l) �G2

⇤O⇤ +H+ + e� + ��! ⇤OH⇤ �G3

⇤OH⇤ +H+ + e� + ��! 2 ⇤ +H2O(l) �G4 (4)

Where the notation *A* indicates that an adsorbate is binding to both metal

atoms of the double layer structure. This dissociative pathway is similar to the

one found to result in low overpotentials for diporphyrin molecules in ref. 18.

Some of the reaction intermediates are illustrated in Figure 3a-d.

The initial step in the reaction (Eqn. 4) cannot be an elementary step, and

therefore a series of simpler steps is investigated, starting with the chemical step

of adsorbing O2 between the two Co atoms (*O2*):

O2(g) + 2 ⇤ ��! ⇤O⇤
2

�G1a (5)

This can be followed by the electrochemical addition of a proton to form a

*OOH* intermediate (Figure 3a) which is subsequently split into *O and *OH

adsorbed on di↵erent metal atoms (Figure 3b):

⇤O⇤
2
+H+ + e� ��! ⇤OOH⇤ �G1b

⇤OOH⇤ ��! ⇤O+⇤ OH �G1c (6)
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Alternatively, direct splitting of *O2* to (*O + *O) followed by protonation to

form (*O + *OH) is possible:

⇤O⇤
2
��! ⇤O+ ⇤O �G1d

⇤O+ ⇤O+H+ + e� ��! ⇤O+⇤ OH �G1e (7)

To determine which of these two pathways is more favourable, and if dissoci-

ation is likely to occur at all, the energies of the (*O + *O) and the *OOH*

intermediates were calculated with implicit solvent. The free energy required to

form (*O + *O) from *O2* (�G1d) is found to be > 1 eV, making it an unlikely

process at room temperature (c.f. Section S8 in the ESI). Contrary to this,

*OOH* is found to be 0.46 eV lower in energy than O2 (g) at U=0V and the

reaction free energy of splitting *OOH* to (*O + *OH) is negative (�G1c < 0).

The barrier for this process is therefore calculated as described in the section 2,

giving a value of 0.39 eV (cf. Section S8 in the ESI). Together with the energy

level of *OOH*, which depends on the potential through Eqn. 2, this gives an

indication of the overall barrier for the first reaction step, which is then also

potential-dependent (see inset in Figure 3e). At the limiting potential of 0.80V

the *OOH* intermediate is 0.34 eV higher in energy than O2(g), resulting in an

overall barrier of 0.73 eV. The kinetic barrier for splitting of *OOH* is therefore

surmountable at room temperature at all potentials below the limiting potential,

indicating that the dissociative mechanism is plausible. The further reduction

of (*O + *OH) proceeds via *O* (Figure 3c) (rather than (*OH +*OH), c.f.

Section S4 in the ESI) which is subsequently reduced to *OH* (Figure 3d) and

finally to water as given in Eqn. 4.

The limiting potential for the dissociative pathway is evaluated with di↵erent

solvent models, assuming that it is the total energy of �G1 (i.e. �G1a+�G1b+

�G1c) that a↵ects the limiting potential. It is important to note that the sepa-

ration between the two carbon layers of the catalyst (ca. 3.8�A) is too small for

water molecules to reside between the layers (c.f. Section S3 in the ESI). For the

double layer catalyst solvent is therefore modelled either by implicit solvent, by

implicit solvent with a water molecule on each of the outer sides of the double
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layer, or by full explicit water layers on the outer sides of the catalyst. Figure

3e shows the energy diagram for the ORR without solvent and with each of the

three solvent models at a potential of 0.9V. Without solvent the reaction is lim-

ited by the strong binding of the *OH* intermediate, and the limiting potential

is calculated to 0.74V. Use of the implicit solvation model only leads to small

changes in the energies, resulting in a limiting potential of 0.80V. Addition

of two water molecules destabilises the *O* and *OH* intermediates, whereas

it has little e↵ect on the *OOH* and (*O + *OH) intermediates. Overall this

leads to an increase in the limiting potential to 0.96V. The e↵ect is similar

when adding full explicit water layers, resulting in a similar limiting potential

of 0.93V. These relatively high limiting potentials arise because the di↵erence

in the adsorption energies of (*O + *OH) and *OH* is slightly reduced from

the usual 3.2 eV to ca. 3.0 eV when explicit H2O is adsorbed on the back of the

catalyst. The adsorption of H2O is however not calculated to be favourable for

*O* and *OH* (c.f. section S6 in the ESI), and these potentials might there-

fore not be achievable. Nevertheless, the results confirm that for this type of

2D catalyst the solvent model can a↵ect the calculated ORR limiting potential,

even though the explicit water molecules are not interacting directly with the

reaction intermediates.

3.3. Double site in a graphene layer

The double site in the graphene sheet presents a di↵erent relative position of

the two metal atoms compared with the double layer structure described above.

Furthermore, the two metal atoms are coordinated by a total of 6 N atoms,

whereas each of the two metal atoms in the double layer structure is coordinated

by 4 N atoms. The explicit solvent model can be sensitive to the changes in

size and shape of the unit cell. Therefore, the adsorption energies of the ORR

intermediates on the graphene sheet are calculated with the implicit solvent

model only, because the main point of interest is how the di↵erent geometry

and coordination of this type of double site a↵ects the ORR.

The optimised structure of the bare site has the two Co atoms puckering
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Figure 3: Reaction intermediates for the ORR between two layers of the M–N4C12 catalyst;
a) bridging *OOH*, b) hydrogen bonded *O + *OH, c) *O* and d) *OH*. e) Corresponding
free energy diagrams at a potential of UvsRHE=0.9V for the reaction without solvent (ma-
genta lines), with implicit solvent (blue lines), with implicit solvent and one explicit water
molecule on top and bottom (red) and with explicit water layers on top and bottom (yellow
lines). The energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where �G1 ��G4 are equal in magnitude
is shown in black for comparison The inset shows the elementary steps comprising the first
reduction step, including the barrier for splitting of *OOH*. The energy level of *O2* is
dashed because corrections for errors in the BEEF-vdW functional are not applied, giving rise
to some uncertainty in the energy (see section S1 in the ESI).
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out on opposite sides of the carbon sheet by approximately 0.2�A, suggesting

that the incorporation of two Co atoms into the graphene defect results in local

strain. Adsorption of O and OH in the bridging position between the two Co

atoms (Ob and OHb) is very favourable, with adsorption energies of �0.20 eV

and 0.09 eV at U=0V. OHb thus adsorbs up to potentials of 0.28V, at which

point it is oxidized to Ob. The markedly stronger adsorption relative to the

double layer site is expectedly related to the di↵erence in coordination of the

metal atoms. In the graphene structure each N atoms would have to form 8/3

bonds to satisfy the two neighbouring carbons, leaving the Co atoms in the

unfavourable +I oxidation state. Meanwhile, the porphyrin-like structure of the

carbon in the double layer (and single site) structure results in each N forming

3/2 bonds with the neighbouring carbons, thus resulting in an oxidation state of

+II for the Co atom. The adsorption of Ob on the graphene double site changes

the oxidation state of Co to +II, which is generally more favourable for Co than

+I. This interpretation is supported by comparison of the spin states of the Co

atoms with various adsorbates (c.f. Section S9 in the ESI).

At relevant potentials for ORR, Ob is adsorbed on one side of the graphene

double site as shown in Figure 4a. ORR can then proceed either on the same

side of the carbon sheet as Ob via an associative mechanism similar to the one

on the single Co site (Eqn. 3), or on the opposite side of the sheet where a

dissociative mechanism, similar to the one described for the double layer site, is

preferred (Eqn. 4). The energy diagrams for these two reactions are shown in

Figure 4f.

For the associative mechanism on the same side as Ob, the *OOH interme-

diate binds very weakly, resulting in a limiting potential of 0.50V. Considering

in stead the dissociative mechanism on the opposite side relative to Ob, the

dissociation can happen either when O2 is adsorbed between the two Co atoms

((O2)b) or from the *OOH intermediate shown in Figure 4b, following processes

similar to those of the double layer site (Eqn. 6 and 7). The barrier for the

former process is calculated to be 1.09 eV relative to (O2)b while the latter has

a barrier of 0.47 eV relative to *OOH (c.f. Section S8 in the ESI). An energy
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diagram for the splitting of *OOH is shown as inset in Figure 4f. At the limiting

potential of 0.87V the energy of *OOH is 0.01 eV below the energy of O2(g)

and the overall barrier is therefore easily surmountable, making the splitting

of *OOH the preferred pathway for dissociation. The resulting (Ob + *OH)

intermediate (Figure 4c) is then reduced to Ob and H2O (Figure 4d) and then

*OH (Figure 4e) (c.f. section S4 in the ESI for energies of alternative reaction

intermediates). The removal of *OH is found to be the limiting step in the

reaction and happens at a potential of 0.87V. It should be noted that the same

limiting potential would be found if the associative mechanism was found to

be kinetically preferred. Going through the (Ob+*OH) intermediate is however

of interest because the energy di↵erence between the (Ob+*OH) intermediate

and the *OH intermediate for ORR on the opposite side of the catalyst is only

2.36 eV, while the energy di↵erence between the *OOH and *OH intermediates

for ORR on either side of the catalyst relative to Ob is ca. 3.2 eV. Following

the dissociative mechanism therefore circumvents the scaling relations, suggest-

ing that an even better limiting potential could be obtained if the binding of

*OH could be weakened further while keeping the barrier for *OOH splitting

surmountable.

4. Conclusion

The ORR activity has been investigated on three di↵erent models of a Co-

N/C catalyst, revealing comparable limiting potentials in the range 0.80-0.87V

in spite of significant di↵erences in the catalyst structure and reaction mecha-

nisms. On the single Co site, ORR follows an associative mechanism, while a

dissociative mechanism is possible on the Co double layer structure. For the

double site in the graphene sheet Ob adsorbs strongly on one side, creating the

active form of the catalyst, which can also follow a dissociative mechanism. For

this site, the dissociative mechanism furthermore results in a deviation from the

scaling relations, implying that the limiting potential could be improved further

if the adsorption of *OH could be weakened, e.g. by substitution of the metal
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a b c d

f

e

Figure 4: Reaction intermediates for the ORR on a double Co site embedded in a graphene
sheet with an Ob atom adsorbed on the back; a) initial state, b) *OOH, c) Ob + *OH, d)
Ob and e) *OH. f) Free energy diagrams for this reaction at a potential of UvsRHE=0.9V
(blue lines) and for the alternative ORR on the same side as pre-adsorbed Ob (red lines).
The energy diagram for an ideal catalyst where �G1 ��G4 are equal in magnitude is shown
in black for comparison. The inset shows the elementary steps comprising the first reduction
step, including the barrier for splitting of *OOH. The energy level of (O2)b is dashed be-
cause corrections for errors in the BEEF-vdW functional are not applied, giving rise to some
uncertainty in the energy (see section S1 in the ESI).
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atoms or if a di↵erent species to Ob could be bound on the back of the catalyst.

This is a topic of further investigation.

The e↵ect of various solvent models on the calculated ORR energies was also

investigated for the single and double layer sites. For the single site, the relative

stabilisation of the *OH, *O and *OOH intermediates with implicit and explicit

solvent were found to be similar to the results found for Pt, but our results

show that for the 2D M-N/C catalysts the presence of explicit water molecules

or other adsorbates on the other side of the metal atom relative to the ORR

intermediates must also be included.

Overall, our results underline that both the detailed structure of the active

site and the interaction of this site with relevant species present in the electrolyte

should be considered to create a model that can accurately describe the catalytic

activity under experimental conditions.
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